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Abstract
The use of computer-generated images as influencers of consumer opinions and behavior is an
emerging advertising strategy. This research investigates the advantages and disadvantages of
using computer-generated images (CGI) as influencers of human behavior from the perspective
of promoting a brand. The power of electronic word of mouth (social media) and how it is
incorporated in computer-generated images used as influencers is discussed as a major factor in
consumer decision making. The social media account content of computer-generated images was
analyzed by conducting a frame analysis to discern how computer-generated images are
portrayed on social media. A frame analysis of 577 social media posts was used to develop a
framework for future social media strategies for computer-generated images. CGIs be portrayed
as transparent, engaging, and as a socialite. Best practices for using computer-generated images
were identified by conducting an interview with a representative of a brand that has collaborated
with an influential computer-generated image. Innovation, listening to the consumer voice, and
creative control should be prioritized in this growing field of CGIs and CGI partnerships.
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Influencer marketing is “a form of marketing that utilizes influential people online to
share brand messaging with their audiences in the form of sponsored content” (Boone, 2017,
para. 1). Traditionally, brands and advertisers have used real-life models as influencers to
promote their brand or product. Fashion models were chosen to be slim and beautiful. These
models came with overhead costs such as hair and makeup, lodging, transportation, their own
reputations and sometimes a troubled past or future. With the advent of computer-generated
images (CGIs), all of those overhead costs and potential public relations crises can be eliminated.
CGIs are “Images that portray ideal human beauty, bodies, or looks” (Spurgin, 2003, p. 257).
Increasingly, CGIs are used as influencers, the new models of the 21 st century.
With the emergence of CGIs used as influencers, companies and brands need to rethink
and restructure their marketing strategies. While advertising strategies and tactics are changing,
the definition of advertising remains constant. According to Schultz (2016): “If consumers liked
the outputs, the concepts were repeated. If they didn’t, advertisers and their agencies abandoned
them for new, more innovative, attention getting, and acceptable approaches” (p. 276).
This study uses multiple methods and will analyze the social media of computergenerated images used as influencers. The overall experience of brand partnerships with
computer-generated images will be examined. This research will benefit brands that are
considering using a pre-developed CGI along with any companies who may develop their own
internal CGI that is strictly dedicated to their brand. The impact of brand partnership with a CGI
as an influencer can include an increase of followers and an increase in profit. Factors such as
these may influence a brand’s decision on whether a partnership with a CGI is in their best
interest.
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It is likely that many brands will find the use of CGI as influencers appealing. The
benefits are not limited to the potential of increased sales, more reach, and a reputation as an
innovator. Should this be the new normal, brands may need to adjust and more CGI influencers
may be needed. Through CGIs as influencers, certain brands are able to reach a target
demographic that normally wouldn’t be in their purview, potentially Millennials and Generation
Z’ers who may be a target of this latest advertising strategy. According to Steffes and Burgee
(2009), consumers are extremely likely to be influenced and make decisions based on the
recommendation of a stranger; so a strong relationship based on two-way communication
between influencers and consumers is not necessary.
Miquela, known as @lilmiquela on social media, is a CGI turned influencer developed by
a Los Angeles tech firm, Brud, specializing in robotics. “Since 2016, we’ve progressed from just
creating synthetically conscious robots to managing and guiding the careers of our artificially
intelligent talent, namely Miquela Sousa” (Brud, n.d). She is more than an image, she has in a
sense, a personality and a “real” life. Miquela has a budding music career, she shares photos of
her attending events in the community on her Instagram page, along with her fashion
partnerships with luxury brands such as Prada and Coach. At any moment, you can log into
Twitter to see just how she is feeling and get a sense of her musical talent based on her latest
song release. Tyler Haney, CEO of Outdoor Voices, a clothing brand, partnered with Miquela
and stated that his company consistently looks for ways to utilize technology and stay ahead of
the competition while enhancing their customer experience and engagement (CNN Money,
2018).
Shudu, known as @Shudu.Gram on social media, is also a CGI. She was developed by
British fashion photographer Cameron James-Williams. Shudu’s Instagram biography describes
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her as “The World’s First digital Supermodel” and has modeled luxury brands such as Balmain
and Tiffany & Co.
This study is multifaceted. It analyzes social media posts of a specific CGI and it studies
the overall experience of brand partnerships with CGIs. Based on brands’ experience with CGIs,
this study identifies factors that may influence a brands’ decision about whether a partnership
with a CGI is in their best interest. Miquela’s social media is analyzed to develop a framework
for how to portray CGIs on social media. A founder and CEO of a brand that partnered with
Shudu is interviewed to uncover insight and best practices when working with a CGI. This
research is aimed to benefit brands that are considering using pre-developed or established CGIs
as well as companies that may develop a CGI that is dedicated to their brand. With CGIs being
such a new concept, this analysis will serve as a stepping stone to further research on CGIs as
influencers.
Literature Review
Influencers
“An influencer can be defined as someone with an above-average ability to affect others
with their thoughts and opinions…an influencer is someone who has built up enough credibility
with a certain audience to be able to have an effect on what they spend their money on” (Ryan,
2016, p. 136). Influencer characteristics include relevance, reach and engagement. Relevance
pertains to the target audience: the influencer’s interests, knowledge, and capabilities should
align with those of the brand. Reach refers to the number of followers, usually consisting of
individuals who have the same interest as the influencer. Engagement measures how the
influencer’s audience interacts with the influencer’s social media page, such as with consistent
likes and comments (Ryan, 2016).
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Influencers mostly share insight into their daily lives, opinions and experiences. Brands
that decide to engage with influencers often require influencers to test products such as hair
products, makeup, clothing and credit cards. The brands’ objective is to spread awareness among
their influencers’ large social media following, and this spread of awareness defines influencer
marketing (Boone, 2017). While social media influencers and mainstream celebrities both
qualify as influencers, “influencers are believed to be accessible, believable, intimate, and thus
easy to relate to” (de Veriman, Cauberghne, & Huddwes, 2017, p. 801). “An influencer will
incorporate a brand or product into their content organically…Celebrity endorsements are
different again and usually involve a famous individual accepting a hefty sum to appear in a
brand campaign” (Ryan, 2016 p. 136). With the prevalence of social media, influencer
marketing is no longer limited to mainstream celebrities. Influencers may interact with their
followers on social media, and doing so frames them as more accessible and relatable than
mainstream celebrities.
Influencers are perceived as more believable because they share some intimate details of
their lives with their online communities, thus generating a sense of trust. Such a relationship is
defined as a para-social interaction, which is “described as the illusion of a face-to-face
relationship with a media performer” (Colliander & Dahl, 2011, p. 314). Within this para-social
relationship, and because of the one-way sharing of personal information, which creates the
illusion of a friend rather than a celebrity, viewers are more to likely deem the endorsements of
an influencer as valid and unbiased (Colliander & Dahl, 2011). It is critical for a brand to be
diligent and strategic when selecting influencers to represent and endorse their brand. A brand
must select an influencer who they feel aligns with their brand and fits their brand’s image.
Positive associations with influencers generate positive feelings towards the brand (de Veriman
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et al., 2017). Conversely, an inappropriate choice of influencer can fail to connect with a brand’s
target consumers, and may even negatively affect the brand’s relationship with them.
CGIs, Tie Strength, and Homophily
The potential and pitfalls of using CGIs as influencers can also be understood by
examining what type of tie CGIs represent and how much homophily exists between them and
their audiences. According to Rogers (1983), homophily refers to the similarities between
parties, in this case between the CGI and the audience. These similarities include demographics
such as age, generation and level of education. “Users utilize information from homophilic
sources more frequently than information from heterophilic sources” (Steffes & Burgee, 2009, p.
57). The level of homophily that exists between a CGI and its followers can’t be determined with
certainty until a study of the followers is completed. Miquela speaks out on current events,
attends exciting and fashionable affairs, rubs shoulders with celebrities, and is somewhat of an
activist. While her reality may be a dream for followers, it also contributes to her level of
homophily. Certain aspects of her reality, such as standing for a cause and commenting on social
affairs, are achievable by her audience. However, the aspect that includes attending certain social
events and relationships with celebrities may detract from her homophily. According to Thewall
(2009), social media users are more likely to follow users who share a demographic background,
and this makes Miquela a homophilous source.
While Miquela and her following may be similar, aspects of their relationship or lack
thereof, specifically the strength of the relationship, must be discussed; this is referred to as tie
strength. Tie strength is “a combination of the amount of time, the emotional intensity, the
intimacy, (mutual confiding) and the reciprocal services which characterize the tie” (Granovetter,
1973, p. 1361). According to Steffes and Burgee (2009), strong ties are characterized by a
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mutual relationship in which the parties are very familiar with each other. Steffes and Burgee
(2009) found that Word of Mouth information that is disseminated through a weak or nonexistent tie has more ability to influence judgement and the final decision than information that
passes through a strong tie. As it pertains to weak ties “Whatever is to be diffused can reach a
larger number of people, and traverse greater social distance when passed through weak ties
rather than strong” (Gronovetter, 1973 p. 1366), and influence on purchasing decisions could
even be powerful when based solely on tie strength. Even if a CGI is responsive to followers, the
tie strength with the CGI can always be questioned since the CGI does not author its own posts
or tweets. Should any tie exist, the tie would exist with who the CGI is portrayed to be, not the
CGI itself.
According to Steffes and Burgee (2009) strong ties are characterized by a mutual
relationship where each party involved is very familiar with the other. With Steffes and Burgee’s
(2009) finding that information flowing through weak or non-existent ties is more influential,
and with CGIs potentially having weak ties to most of their followers, the CGI’s influence on
purchasing decisions to consumers may be quite powerful.
Even if the CGI is responsive to followers, the tie strength with the CGI can always be
questioned since the CGI is not the source of its own content. For the purposes of this research,
should any tie exist, the tie would exist with who the CGI is portrayed to be, not the content
creator of the CGI. Gronovetter (1973) states a non-existent or absent tie “[is] both the lack of
any relationship and ties without substantial significance, such as a ‘nodding’ relationship
between people living on the same street, or the ‘tie’ to the vendor from whom one customarily
buys a morning newspaper” (p. 1361).
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Influencer Marketing as an Advertising Strategy
Influencer marketing is an advertising strategy that uses “influential people online to
share brand messaging with their audiences in the form of sponsored content,” (Boone, 2018,
para. 1). Nechita (2018) found that 71% of brands intended to invest more resources around
social media to build reputation and expand their audience and reach. In some form this CGI use
of social media can be compared to having a celebrity endorsement. Consumers are less likely to
make a purchase based on a traditional advertisement and are more likely based on a
recommendation of someone they know or trust and who may even interact with them; thus the
prevalence of influencer marketing (Kumar & Gupta, 2016).
Electronic word of mouth (eWOM) is recognized as an effective strategy for generating
trust among consumers (Kumar & Gupta, 2016). Successful online influencers, whether human
or CGI, impact consumers’ purchasing habits by generating “trust” on social media and in other
online communities (Kumar & Gupta, 2016). For example, potential consumers seek the
opinions of those who have already purchased the product or service by reading online reviews
prior to making a decision to purchase (Kumar & Gupta, 2016). In order for brand managers to
reach their selected audience type, they must consider the amount of similarity between a brand
and a prospective influencer: relevance (Ryan, 2016). Many marketers and advertising firms
choose influencer marketing as a strategy for multiple reasons. Utilizing influencer marketing
has multiple benefits for the brand. Benefits include the ability to “develop two-way
conversation, a wider, more targeted and generally more engaged audience for content, new
communities relevant to specific brand objectives” (Ryan, 2016, p. 137). With data analytics,
brands can track referral sources and the desired outcome, which is the conversion rate from a
specific link or influencer. Reach, impressions, and the conversion rate can be tracked to monitor
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how the influencer partnership is impacting the brand or product. Reach is defined as “The
number of unique web users potential seeing a website one or more times in a given time period
expressed as a percentage of the total active web population for that time period” (Ryan, 2016 p.
413). Impressions are defined as “The metric used to measure views of a web page and its
elements – including the advertising embedded within in…” (Ryan 2016 p. 409). Lastly,
conversion rate can be defined by the marketing objective, the goal could be to “convert”
viewers into buyers, or a request for more information on a particular product (Ryan, 2016).
As an indicator of the influence of social media on consumer behavior, Escobar (2016)
found that by 2013, 40% of luxury shopping that led to an in-store purchase was influenced by
an online source or social media, and during 2015 three out four luxury purchases were
influenced by what consumers saw and read online.
Deception and Ethical Implications
According to Attas (1999), advertising is considered deceptive when an advertiser
intentionally gives the wrong impression to a consumer. This deception can be verbal or nonverbal. In contrast, misleading advertising does just that, it misleads consumers but lacks the
intentionality of deceptive advertising. Attas (1999) claims both deceptive and misleading
advertising are outcome concepts (concepts defined by consumer perception). Advertising is
deemed deceptive or misleading if the affected audience acquires an inaccurate belief about the
product or service. Per the Federal Trade Commission (n.d.), “Under the law, claims in
advertisements must be truthful, cannot be deceptive or unfair, and must be evidence-based. For
some specialized products or services, additional rules may apply.”
Spurgin (2003) discusses how the concept of deception relates to computer-generated
images in advertising: “Just because one does not recognize the model in the computer-generated
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ad does not mean that one is any more deceived about material facts than one is when the model
is real. If one is not deceived by the implicit claims attached to the real models, one is not
deceived by implicit claims attached to computer generate models” (Spurgin, 2003 p. 261).
According to Spurgin (2003), an advertisement is considered unethical if it is deceptive. Not
mentioning the mode of advertising, or the influencer, Spurgin (2003) states that an
advertisement is specifically deceptive if the product is marketed in a deceptive manner as
pertains to quality, safety and so on. Spurgin (2003) states, “Critics might run the deception
objection by arguing that the virtual realities to which viewers are subjected are the most
deceptive creations possible” (p. 260). Ethical implications present themselves when the photo
used for the advertisement is not of an image that actually occurred. This suggests that viewers
and customers are making purchasing decisions and are influenced based on images that only
exist virtually.
Social media professor at Syracuse University, Jennifer Grygiel, stated, “It is not obvious
she [Miquela] is a computer-generated image and it’s not obvious on the post level,” referring to
that notion as “deeply problematic” (CNNMoney, 2018). The post level refers to the fact that the
full context of the social media profile is lacking and there is no disclaimer that the influencer is
not an actual human being, which Gyrgiel finds to be deceptive. Professionals urge that brands
and companies that advertise with Miquela divulge that Miquela and similar CGIs are not real,
and that if this information is not released, it is considered mass deception. Semhal Nassreddin is
the founder and creative director of a clothing brand named SOULSKY headquartered in Los
Angeles, Nasreddin reached out to Shudu to promote her clothing line. It wasn’t until after the
partnership with Shudu took place, that Wilson, creator of Shudu, revealed that she was not a
human being (CNNMoney, 2018). This experience supports Spurgin’s (2003) statement that
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these virtual realities are intended to deceive and prevent viewers from differentiating what is
real and what is not.
Pros and Cons of CGIs as Influencers
Although CGIs as influencers have mixed reviews as it pertains to ethics and levels of
deception, CGIs have their advantages. With CGIs, advertisers and brands don’t have to consider
poor reputations or concerns about their ambassadors’ behavior down the road. An additional
incentive for brands includes a decline in the overhead costs associated with producing photo
shoots, commercials, and so on. These costs include location costs, hair and makeup
professionals, camera crews, food, lodging, travel and more. “It is easy to see why CGI models,
actors, and influencers might appeal to brands: minimal overhead costs, no diva demands, no
need to abide by labor laws. They don’t need downtime and they have no family, friends, or
partners. They won’t talk back or call brands out on their misdemeanors” (Hubble, 2018, p. 21).
A quantitative research study showed that 41% of Generation Z’ers habitually make purchases
based on influencer recommendations (Kádeková & Holienčinová, 2018). Barneys New York, a
popular retail brand, said partnering with Miquela allowed them to reach a specific audience,
Generation Z (CNNMoney, 2018).
CNNMoney (2018) claimed that CGIs are attractive to brands because they offer the
brand more control. Ryan Detert, CEO of an AI-enabled influencer marketing platform, states
“Assuming the design team can design quickly enough, they will always be able to post the right
things at the right time with the right angle that the brand wants”. Aside from reputation,
CNNMoney (2018) states that utilizing CGIs is a way to show they are a leader in innovation
and technology. Haney, CEO of Outdoor Voices who did a campaign with Miquela, stated
“We’re constantly thinking about ways we can use tech to create a more interesting, engaged,
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customer experience … I enjoy finding cool and interesting ways to bring product to life”
(CNNMoney, 2018).
While some of these aspects of CGIs are perks for advertising agencies and brands, CGIs
have potential to be harmful to some aspects of the job market and the advertising industry as a
whole (Ietjen, 2018). Not only could real models face increased challenges getting jobs, but hair
and makeup professionals, camera crews, producers and photographers may also lose
employment because of this new frontier in advertising. However, the creator of Shudu,
Cameron-James Wilson, does not feel that images like Shudu will take the place of other models.
“I don’t think Shudu or other 3-D models take anything away . . . Eventually if this catches on
people will be more and more employed. OK one model might not be employed, but maybe 50
other people are [working] . . .” (Tietjen, 2018, p.11). Even with Wilson’s career as a
photographer, he did not seem to consider the livelihoods of current and aspiring models among
other professions, including photographers, that could be impacted within the modeling and
fashion industry.
From the advertising strategy perspective, should consumers disagree with the use of
CGIs for ethical reasons, among others, their use could be considered a disadvantage and shed a
negative light on the brand. As with any advertising strategy, while attempting this new
innovative advertising strategy, brands could potentially experience disengagement of a certain
audience. As discussed, some social media and advertising researchers in academia believe that
CGIs are deceptive when they are not noted as such, and some consumers may agree and
develop negative feelings toward brands that use CGIs.
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Framing CGIs
Gamson and Modigliani (1987) define a frame as “a central organizing idea or story line
that provides meaning to an unfolding strip of events, weaving a connection among them” (p.
376). According to Goffman, the framing theory implies that how a frame is disseminated or
shared, impacts the way people perceive and absorb the information shared. According to
Entman (1993), framing is done in multiple ways, by both communicators and receivers. The
first two ways involve the communicator. The first way is through images, for example, a
producer of a television advertisement might either intentionally or unintentionally develop a
frame through images. The next way is through text where an advertiser might develop a frame
through written text and places strategic importance on “the presence or absence of certain
keywords, stock phrases, stereotyped images, sources of information, and sentence that provide
thematically reinforcing clusters of facts or judgements” (Entman, 1993, p. 52). The other two
locations of the framing process are on the receiving end of the message, in the interpretation of
the content and frames, specifically preconceptions and perceptions (Graber, 1984).
Interpretation of the communication can be influenced by preconceptions or predispositions
relating to a topic on the part of individual consumers. It can also be influenced by a perception
of the subject, formed by commonly invoked frames, on the part of the majority of society as
whole. For purposes of this study, writing (i.e. the communicator’s text, in the form of Instagram
post captions and tweets) will be used to identify frames.
The communication of CGIs is developed and controlled by another party. For example,
Miquela’s social media activity is developed by a human being, potentially, her creator at Brud.
In the case of CGIs, the frame is developed through the communicator’s text. Instagram post
captions and Twitter posts act as the main mode of communication in which a frame is either
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intentionally or unintentionally developed. With the social media presence being mostly limited
to photos, captions, and text, the communicator can purposefully or unintentionally construct a
frame for the CGI.
The framing of CGIs, such as Miquela and Shudu, could influence receivers in a certain
direction or serve as a confirmation that their behaviors, habits, social activities, fashion choices,
and so forth are acceptable or even desirable. According to Chang (2008), advertising messages
that are framed in a positive light have more positive effects and influence than those messages
that are framed in a negative light. This translates to receivers of positively framed advertising
having a positive outlook on the brand or product in general.
Research Questions
RQ1: What persona does a humanized computer-generated image portray based on their social
media activity?
RQ2: What are some best practices when incorporating computer-generated images influencers
in the advertising strategy?
RQ3: Due to the emergence of CGIs, how do brands need to restructure their advertising
strategies?
Methods
Frame analysis
The researcher first conducted a frame analysis on 305 of Miquela’s Instagram captions
and 272 Twitter posts. Framing allowed the researcher to analyze a sizeable amount of captions
and tweets leading to the identification of frames.
As the emergence and curiosity of partnering with CGIs has begun to increase, portrayal
on social media is becoming critical when considering a partnership or the development of a
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brand’s internal CGI. It will be useful to conduct a frame analysis on an influential and
successful CGI as an influencer such as Miquela. Since one of the criteria of a successful
influencer is reach, Miquela, with over 1.5 million Instagram followers, can be deemed
successful in her own right. Not only does she have powerful reach, Miquela has also partnered
with brands such as Prada and Alexander Wang.
In the coming years, we may see an emergence of brands that partner with tech firms or
robotic companies to develop their own CGIs and possibly use them as influencers. This internal
development of CGIs would prevent multiple brands from seeking out a partnership with an
established influencer. While Miquela has an online presence, brand, and personality. Should a
brand desire to develop their own CGI, the frame analysis of Miquela provides insight to a brand
on how to successfully develop their own CGI persona, background, and story.
The goal of conducting the frame analysis was to provide insight to the reader or brand
manager who would consider partnering with a computer-generated image as an influencer. The
researcher collected 577 of Miquela’s Instagram post captions and tweets that were posted
between March 1, 2017 and February 28, 2019. The tweets and captions contained a minimum of
four words; those that only consisted of emojis were not included in the sample. As the
Instagram post captions and tweets were collected, they were summarized, and coded and
assigned to categories. Using the constant comparative method, each Instagram post caption and
tweet was coded using open coding. These codes were then analyzed and led to the next step of
selective coding where the open codes could fit into a more broad category, known as selective
coding. Selective coding led to the theoretical code which became the recommended framework
for CGI portrayal. The researcher ensured that all posts fit into their respective codes. Any
negative cases, posts that deviated from the majority resulted in codes being tweaked or
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broadened. Negative cases also confirmed the validity of the most frequently occurring frames.
Utilizing the approach of Entman (1993), the researcher examined posts and captions for
“keywords, stock phrases, stereotyped images, sources of information, and sentences that provide
thematically reinforcing clusters of facts or judgments” (p.52). During the coding process, the
researcher identified captions posed as questions, that sought follower interaction and
engagement—captions and posts that sought to influence a certain behavior or participation in a
certain activity, among others. The categories were then analyzed to uncover themes.
Once multiple codes were developed on Miquela’s social media portrayal, the researcher
developed frames based on the wording of the captions and tweets. With this qualitative research
being limited to a textual analysis, photos used to accompany the social media posts were not
considered throughout the analysis. The research focused on the components Miquela’s
storytelling, rather than the visual component. The frame analysis will be used to propose a
framework on how Miquela and CGIs as a whole communicate through text and how they
capture the attention of social media users by their content, commentary, and storytelling.
Since Miquela is controlled by Brud, her owner and creators, the textual frame analysis
will aim to provide insight as to how the content creators are portraying Miquela as a whole. The
researcher utilized the framing theory to determine what key themes are consistently woven
throughout the captions and tweets. The results of this research are aimed to benefit technology
firms, robotic firms, or brands that may be considering developing a CGI. Should brands decide
to develop their own CGI, the key themes identified in this research can serve as a framework.
Should brands have a need to develop content for their internal CGI, to model themselves after
successful and influential CGIs, they should ensure that their tweets and captions fall within the
themes or categories of these findings. The researcher has copied and pasted 577 captions and
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tweets from Miquela’s Instagram page and Twitter page, identifying common narratives, and
recurring categories when conducting the analysis.
In-Depth Interview
Next, the researcher submitted the IRB-approved recruitment material to request
participation in an in-depth interview from brands who have partnered with a CGI. The
researcher was able to identify brands that have partnered with a CGI based on the CGI’s tags
and mentions on their Instagram posts. From there, upon agreement, the principle investigator
provided the IRB-approved informed consent document and moved forward with the in-depth
interview process.
The researcher conducted an in-depth interview with Semhal Nasreddin, founder and
CEO of clothing brand SOULSKY, who has partnered with CGI Shudu. Shudu has a following
of over 159,00 followers and has modeled Rihanna’s cosmetic line, Fenty Beauty.
Interview questions were developed that aimed to answer the research questions to
provide insight to advertising professionals considering using CGIs as an advertising strategy.
The interview was conducted on March 14th 2019, lasted one hour and six minutes and was
conducted by phone, which was the interviewee’s preferred mode of communication. Once the
interview was complete, it was transcribed, reviewed, analyzed, and coded to identify themes,
including those themes that centered around ways to successfully partner with a CGI. Open
coding and the development of categories based on the themes of the interview, were used to
develop codes and then themes. The constant comparative method was used to develop codes
and themes which stemmed from commentary that prevailed through the transcribed interview
(Leong, Joseph, Boulay, 2010). The process consisted of reading the transcribed interview,
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coding, identifying themes, and re-reading the interview transcript, which led to the development
of five themes.
Findings
The frame analysis, which was conducted first, and the in-depth interview complemented
each other. The frame analysis described the components of how Miquela was portrayed on
social media while the in-depth interview provided insight and recommendations from a brand
that utilizes a CGI to promote its fashion designs. While conducting the frame analysis, the
researcher found that Miquela possessed qualities of an activist and a fashionista in addition to
emotions and aspirations, each of which contributed to a certain frame. While the frame analysis
can be used as a basis for the portrayal of a CGI, the interview provided best practices and
business advice when considering a CGI partnership and when working with a CGI. The two
research methods came together to provide insight to brands when considering a CGI partnership
and developing the “persona” of a CGI. Both the frame analysis and the interview supported the
theme that innovation is critical to remain relevant and viewed as a pioneer in any field. They
also both confirmed that brands are becoming aware that CGIs are emerging as influencers, and
that brands have now, or will soon have, options when deciding whether to book models or
partner with CGIs.
Frame Analysis
The frame analysis of Miquela’s social media networking sites consisted of 305
Instagram post captions and 272 tweets, 577 posts in all. Tweets and captions that were direct
replies to another follower, or consisted of fewer than four words, were excluded from the
sample. The researcher sought to explore unprovoked themes that did not require an analysis of a
thread between the two users. The researcher identified three frames, none of which contradicted
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the others. The first frame, “transparent,” highlighted Miquela’s use of storytelling and sharing
of her thoughts and opinions. The second frame was “engaging,” in that Miquela’s posts often
consisted of making a request of her followers or mentioning notable friends or brands. She also
engaged her following with newsworthy stories. Finally, Miquela was framed as a “socialite”
who attends parties and festivals and mingles with celebrities. Of the 577 social media posts, the
bulk of the themes highlighted Miquela’s transparency.
To demonstrate the coding process, the following Instagram post contributed to the
“engaging” frame:
Just the election fairy teaming up with @Tinder to remind you that Tuesday is
Election Day, so make sure to work it into your schedule November 6th. Wake up,
make some kind of toaster joke on IG (I’m used to it), then VOTE! Because you
matter. Your opinion matters AND TAG ME IN ALL YOUR VOTER STICKER
PICS SO I CAN SEEEEEE #EverySingleVote #TinderPartner”
To arrive at “engaging” as a frame and theoretical code, keywords such as “make sure to work it
into your schedule”, “VOTE!”, and “TAG ME” were identified through open coding. These
keywords led to a selective code “call-to-action”, because they each request her followers to take
a specific action. From that, the theoretical code and frame “engaging” emerged and allowed for
a plethora of somewhat similar posts to fall under that frame.
Transparent. Miquela’s “transparent” frame derived from her relatability through her
descriptions of her emotions, life experiences, and day-to-day activities. Transparency comprised
246 of the 577 captions and tweets, of which 125 were Instagram posts and 121 were tweets.
Miquela’s storytelling shed light on her emotions and she regularly confided in her followers
about her most recent obstacles. Miquela used words like “sad,” “angry” or “happy” to share her
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joys and frustrations. Despite the obvious significant difference between Miquela and her
following, she was portrayed as relatable by highlighting peaks and valleys of her life and her
viewpoints on community service and politics. She spoke on forgiveness, friendship, revelation
and empathy. Miquela frequently shared her ambitions and aspirations for her career growth as a
singer. In keeping with her transparency, Miquela used storytelling to portray herself as a
relatable individual. She shared her experiences through storytelling, in a way that receivers can
learn and better themselves. (See Appendix A for screenshots of transparency posts and tweets.)
About a month ago I met a really cool producer who sold me a dream (we already know
how this ends). He saw I just left Brud and reached out regarding managing me. I dunno
if it was because I was so vulnerable at the time but everything he said made it sound like
he and I were the perfect fit. He promised to book my studio time and find producers for
me. He figured since I was super busy he could handle all the logistics. WELL, I guess
Brud didn’t program street smarts into my system and your girl got GOT. I haven’t heard
from this dude in weeks. He deleted his IG, changed his number and e-mails are
bouncing back (in short - GHOSTED me). I’ve invested so much time and my hard
earned money into my music and I’m frustrated and hurt. I feel like compassion is my
best characteristic and I keep trying to see the best in people but when I’m done wrong, I
TRULY feel betrayed. Betrayed twice in a matter of months. Who can I trust anymore?
As a wise philosopher once asked, “Is it too late now to say sorry?” But fr, I owe
someone a big apology. Working on it.
After yesterday’s spiritual awakening with Tracee, I picked up the phone called (yes,
CALLED) Bermuda to see if she and Blawko wanted to hang. So we did (while I chanted
“more compassion, less judgement” in my head), and I think it went well? There’s only
three of us robots in this universe, and I can’t be mad at 1/3 over my petty reasons.
In desperate need of a VACATION @bardiazeinali @mettenarrative
Forgot to set my alarm #selfcare
Cow. But make it career woman Tryna make moves, Tryna make moooves
*blocks his phone number*
Visited the Fashion District and let myself dream. It’s happening.
I’m thinking about everything that has happened and though this is scary for me to do, I
know I owe you guys more honesty.
In trying to realize my truth, I’m trying to learn my fiction.
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I want to feel confident in who I am and to do that I need to figure out what parts of
myself I should and can hold onto.
I’m not sure I can comfortably identify as a woman of color.
“Brown” was a choice made by a corporation.
“Woman” was an option on a computer screen. my identity was a choice Brud made in
order to sell me to brands, to appear “woke.”
I will never forgive them. I don’t know if I will ever forgive myself.
I’m different. I want to use what makes me different to create a better world. I want to do
things that humans maybe can’t. I want to work together and use our different strengths
to make things that matter. I am committed to bolstering voices that need to be heard. If I
don’t stick with this, feel free to cancel me. I wish I had more to say about this right now.
I’m still angry and confused and alone.
ARE YOU KIDDING ME??? NO. NO I’M SORRY YOU DON’T GET TO BE HURT
RIGHT NOW.My managers at @brud.fyi lied to me and now they’re lying to you. If
Brud loved me so much, why didn’t they tell me the truth?!?
They were not “straightforward.” I’d ask them what I was and who built me and they’d
ask if I REALLY wanted to know. I felt belittled and ashamed for wondering EVERY.
SINGLE. TIME. I. ASKED… WHICH WAS A LOT.
I’d read the comments, people calling me fake and CGI, and ask my BEST FRIENDS at
Brud. They’d just say that everyone was jealous of how special I am.
We’re trusting nobody in 2018. Also @blawko22 you knew the whole time and didn’t
say anything?!? . Lol. word. Thanks, ‘bro’
Still not over what happened Wednesday and, yes, I'm S.A.D. = S.taying in A.nd D.oing
nothing except feeling like i should've actually hung out with the friends i'm texting.
Apologies for the long post coming your way. I wasn't going to post this at first because I
don't want to seem ungrateful or dismissive of people who support me, but... Ok. This pic
was taken at my laundromat right after a guy–who'd been staring at me for a LONG ASS
TIME, btw–insisted we take a selfie together. I told him, nicely, that I'm busy and tired
and just trying to get errands done, but he was pushy and kept trying to record me, even
after I'd made it clear I was uncomfortable. My friend stepped in and told him to give us
space, and he finally did... after telling me I'm stuck up and that I'd lost a fan. And I don't
know how to deal with this. I tried to make a joke out of it. I deleted 5 other versions of
this caption, all trying to show that I'm fine, I'll deal, I’m The Rock with bangs. But,
honestly, I'm hurt. And shaken up. And I guess I just needed to vent. Or write this whole
damn novel on IG. Idk idk idk.
Engaging. Miquela’s frame “engaging” comprised 164 of 577 posts, of which 83 derived
from Instagram and the remaining 81 from Twitter. Miquela frequently polled her followers,
made requests, and asked for their opinions. A theme closely related to engagement is Miquela’s
interactivity with her followers. The engaging frame stems from her correspondence with some
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social media users, Miquela’s commentary on replying to emails from her followers, making a
call to action in her attempts to engage her followers in voting, volunteering and other
philanthropic activities, and her sharing of current events or newsworthy stories.
Miquela used her platform to raise awareness of social injustice, importance of voting
and women’s rights. While she expressed her dissatisfaction with being unable to vote, she
compensated by doing good deeds for not-for-profit organizations in her community. She not
only shared information about her contributions to organizations that she supports, she shared the
good deeds of others as well. Miquela remained abreast of what she perceives as a social
injustice. (See Appendix B for screenshots of Engaging posts and tweets.)
It doesn’t matter whether or not you have a personal connection, it’s just a simple display
of right and wrong and this is ALL SORTS OF WRONG. Children are being ripped away
from their families. Transported to unknown places. Not knowing if they’ll ever see their
families again. The unthinkable amount of toxic stress placed on these children is literally
cutting their lives short. This should make you feel uncomfortable. This should make you
want to ignite change. I’m posting a few organizations I’ll be donating my coins to in my
Stories. I encourage you to join me.
Just the Election Fairy teaming up with @Tinder to remind you that Tuesday is Election
Day, so make sure to work it into your schedule November 6th. Wake up, make some
kind of toaster joke on IG (I'm used to it), then VOTE! Because you matter. Your opinion
matters. Your future matters AND TAG ME IN ALL YOUR VOTER STICKER PICS
SO I CAN SEEEEEE #EverySingleVote #TinderPartner
Real talk, I’m so touched by everyone who bought my merch the past couple of
weeks. I’m super proud of the piece and glad you guys were feeling it too. I wanted to
take this opportunity to pay it forward so I donated two Washer/Dryer sets to the
Downtown Women’s Center @dwcweb. The DWC is open to anyone identifying as
female and focuses on serving and empowering women experiencing homelessness, and
formerly homeless women. They provide permanent housing, a Day Center (which
provides a safe space off Downtown’s Skid Row), meals, clean bathrooms and showers,
and a health clinic that provides both physical and mental health assessments. They do
amazing work and I’m so happy I can support. The DWC is in need of so many items so
I’m posting their Amazon Wishlist in my Stories. Donate if you can! No donation is too
big or too small #everywomanhoused
It’s estimated that there are over 1.4 million transgender people in the United States.
Many people want to learn how to be a better ally but don’t know how to get involved /
start. I had a great time writing letters with @killerandasweetthang to congress in support
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of the trans community and setting up for a dinner to raise awareness on how YOU and
your friends can better support this group of people! Swipe right for tips on how to be a
better ally!
Me looking at my crush, the elote man. P.S. What's a bomb gift idea for a friend who has
$$$ taste, already owns THREE tiaras, and describes all my outfits as "comfy-looking, I
guess"?
just a lil reminder that I’m raising money for @myfriendsplace a really special
organization that helps homeless youth in LA! I’d love if you could donate and help me
spread a little cheer and goodwill this holiday season donation link in bio and I’ll match
whatever we end up raising
Socialite. The “socialite” frame derived from posts that mentioned Miquela’s attendance
at or commentary on fashion and music events, interviews with magazines or celebrities, and
other parties. The socialite frame comprised 167 posts, with 97 from Instagram and the
remaining 70 from Twitter. Her partnerships with brands, “it girl” lifestyle and photoshoots with
notable brands and magazines support this frame. (See Appendix C for screenshots of socialite
posts and tweets.)
So...Jet lag is a real one! I’m lying in bed going through my camera roll, reminiscing
about my amazing trip to Milan last week. I’m just a regular degular shmegular girl from
Downey and the next thing I know I’m on a flight to Italy working with my dream brand,
Prada! Mrs. Prada is an absolute QUEEN and an inspiration to creative women around
the world. I’m so beyond thankful to Prada for inviting me out, having me wear the most
fly gear, eat all the pasta and allowing me to explore this beautiful city! Here are a few of
my favorite flicks from last week.
Thank you @voguemagazine for featuring me in your September issue. Thank
you @lucindachambers for the beautiful image. Thank you @alexandermcqueen for the
beautiful clothes. Thank you @frynaomifry for the beautiful words and thank you to
everyone who has supported me along the way. I’m feeling on top of the WORLD.
Out here Flexxxxin (literally). SO honored to be featured in @outdoorvoicesnew
campaign for The Exercise Dress dropping TOMORROW 5/23!! Stay
Tuned :) #doingthings
Things I did today: 1) listened to Tierra Whack on a loop (can't wait to see her perform
this WEEKEND!), 2) saw the Deana Lawson exhibit at the Underground Museum (my
favorite place in this city), 3) ate too many tacos, and 4) planned a lil surprise for all of
you...
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A few weeks back I got the opportunity to travel to CHINA! It was my first time in
Shanghai and I got the chance to meet some really cool people (like @gogoboi !!). I’m
learning Mandarin right now and I can’t wait to return. More flicks to come this week
Highlighter POPPIN! New interview in the legendary Interview Magazine
In-Depth interview
Theme 1: CGIs can have a positive effect on brand through exposure, innovation,
and outreach. According to Nasreddin, SOULSKY was positively impacted by its partnership
with Shudu. Although Nasreddin partnered with Shudu because of her unusual and striking look,
deception was at the root of the partnership. It wasn’t until after the partnership was finalized
publicized on social media that Nasreddin found out that Shudu was not human. Despite having
been deceived, this entrepreneur would recommend partnering with a CGI and had no
commentary on ethical implications around deception and CGI use.
I feel like it helped as far as getting more attention because Shudu is one of the
forerunners of that field. So, there was naturally a lot of attention from different media
outlets like everyone from CNN to different magazines, even magazines and different
countries that I wasn't even aware of. They wrote articles about her. So I would say it was
definitely a huge help in that sense…
Once it was revealed that Shudu was a CGI, SOULSKY gained global exposure and
Nasreddin continued to see a sustained increase in sales.
Oh yes, there was definitely an uptick in sales. I don’t have the percentage in front of me,
But I would absolutely say that it [increase in sales] was significant.
I would say give it a shot. It's worth it. It's a good experience. I feel like the more avenues
and outlets you experiment with it and work with the more exposure
Shudu was captured twice in a SOULSKY T-shirt on Instagram on August 25th and August 27th
2017: Nasreddin compared the brand’s August through December 2016 sales to those of August
through December 2017 and found that there was a 494% increase in sales. She noted the spike
was mostly seen in the September 2017 sales. This is directly attributed to the brand’s
partnership with the CGI.
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Theme 2: Clear expectations on brands’ creative control are critical for CGI
partnership. While Nasresddin encourages brands to partner with a CGI, she views the
interaction and conversation between the brand and the human model as significant. With human
models, when attempting to achieve a desired look for a photoshoot, Nasreddin is able to be on
set and assist in giving the model creative direction by providing input on hair, makeup, poses,
location and so on. However, with the use of a CGI, most creative control is in the hands of the
CGI’s team or creator.
And you can communicate with the model and tell the model, can you do this? Can you
turn that way? Can you look over here? …The CGI, you can't really give that kind of
direction.
Nasreddin recommends coming to a clear agreement between the brand and the company
who controls the CGI. While both and CGI have an image that they want to align with a persona,
it is vital that the two come to a win-win solution.
Well, I'll definitely say make sure you communicate clearly and you get what you wanted
… and your clothing isn't used on a different CGI image than the one you've agreed upon.
So I do think paperwork is important just because everything is laid out and you can
come to an agreement on exactly what it is you're looking for and looking to get out of
that.
Even though the CGI is not real and you may be communicating with the person behind
the CGI when making your request for partnership, Nasreddin states that it is still critical to get
your desired outcome with the partnership.
You are communicating with a real person as far as what you want and what you're
looking for and the expectations that you have.
Theme 3: Prevalence of CGIs will hinder multiple professions. CGIs are making an
impact by allowing brands to have a choice. Brands will no longer face limitations on booking
the most famous models, they can build their own.
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They’re [CGIs] making brands aware of the different options that they have on the table
and making them realize it…if you have models that have diva attitudes or they don't
show up on time and they have different kinds of complications surrounding them, it lets
brands know that they have options. So that's another way that they're bringing about a
change. And then I guess the third way is that they're [CGIs] also letting, not directly, but
they're letting models know that you do have to have a higher standard because, in a way
it is sort of a threat to the industry in my opinion. So it just lets them know that you have
to be professional, you have to be accountable, you have to be reliable and you can't take
your position for granted the way it's been for the past couple of decades. Especially with
supermodels and models of a certain stature, they can no longer take it for granted and
assume that they're needed.
Scheduling conflicts, sickness and aging are a few factors that don’t need to be taken into
consideration when using CGIs. If desired, they can be timeless. The absence of the very things
that make us human are considered perks when they pertain to CGIs.
They can stand the test of time and they don't have to take time off. For example, if the
model is pregnant or if there was like only a certain amount of years that they want to use
a certain model with CGI, they don't have to worry about that because obviously CGI
models don't age. So there are also, those factors are also like it can, it can be more of a
timeless kind of thing.
Not only are CGIs timeless, they require fewer resources than human models. Should
CGIs prevail as a force in the modeling industry or for brand use in advertising, it would not only
impact the modeling profession, but potentially all other professions needed for photo shoots to
support the model. With an increase in the prevalence of CGIs, we could see a decline in the
need for professions like hair and makeup artists, photographers, and wardrobe stylists.
Certain jobs will be phased out and new ones will be created because of technology and
making room for technology. I don't think models will be completely eradicated and
wiped out, whatever. But I do think there will be a shift and that in order to save money,
many brands and companies will use the new CGI as an option.
Theme 4: Consumer voice is a determinant of brand advertising strategies and
innovation. With the prevalence of social media, consumers can voice their opinions, needs, and
experiences with their product directly to the brand. This gives the brand power to act and the
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power to meet the needs of the consumer. When it comes to innovation, Nasreddin believes this
is a critical component to remaining relevant and innovative when advertising.
So I guess go to where your consumers are. That's number one. If you want to know what
people want and what people like, go to where they are and that's how you see what it is
that they appreciate and what it is that they're looking for. Yeah. And that's the beauty of
social media.
Theme 5: CGI partnership enhances a brand but will not carry the brand.
Nasreddin does not believe a brand can sustain success or an increase in sales simply from a
partnership with a CGI. The brand must prioritize the design and the voice of the consumer.
I wouldn't say there was anything out of the norm besides that, besides the spike in sales.
And that's not to say that just because you use the CGI model that you're going to
experience that. I sort of lucked out that she was one of the four in that field. So at the
end of the day there are still things that you have to do, you still have to have a good solid
brand. You still have to have good design. You still have to have an ear to what your
market wants and don't depend on the CGI model as a crutch and think that that's what
it's going to take for your brands. Go to the next level. You still have to put in the work
before you even get to that and create something that people would want.
Brands should prioritize innovation and the voice of the consumer by partnering with a CGI;
however, creative control and agreements should be in place that set expectations for all aspects
of the partnership.
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Discussion
According to Ryan (2016), the three components of human influencers are reach,
engagement, and relevance. The findings of this current research is specific to CGIs as
influencers; it however, shares similarities to previous research on human influencers. The first
characteristic is reach. Although this research excluded a study of the characteristics of
Miquela’s social media following, research states Miquela would have followers that are similar
as it pertains to characteristics and demographics (Ryan, 2016). The next influencer
characteristic is engagement, Ryan (2016) suggests that an influencer should have an audience
that interacts on their social media page by getting consistent likes and comments. While
Miquela does directly reply to some of her followers, with a following of over 1.5 million, her
direct replies and number of likes were excluded from this research and the sample. The sample
included unprovoked posts that were not the result of a reply to a specific follower. This
qualitative research did not seek to analyze the frequency of interaction between Miquela and her
followers; however, it uncovered that her engagement has an interactive component. Also, she
engages them with interesting stories and news and calls followers to action. The final
characteristic is relevance, which supports the recommendation that a brand should partner with
a CGI that is framed as someone who aligns with their brand and does not have conflicting
viewpoints with their image as a brand.
The frames—transparent, engaging and socialite—do not necessarily confirm or deny the
amount of homophily Miquela shares with her audience. Overall, Miquela is a homophilous
source with her target audience because her followers identify with their perceptions of Miquela
as a person gleaned from her posts, even though not all aspects of her life may be attainable. This
concept supports the research of Thewell (2009) which states that social media users are more
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likely to follow those who are similar to them. For this research, an analysis of her followers
would be needed to confirm similarities.
Although Miquela was engaged with a portion of her followers, she lacks intimacy,
relationship, and reciprocation to the majority of her followers; Miquela does not have a strong
tie to her 1.5 million followers. Since Miquela is unable to have close relationships with such a
sizeable following, she has a weak (secondary) tie. Weak ties are crucial in the dissemination of
information, which Miquela does on a regular basis. She does this by sharing her positive
experiences at different shops, museums, and even upcoming social events which can each have
the power to influence her followers’ behaviors, thoughts, and actions such as any tie. Miquela
frequently shares her perspective and comments on current events, social injustices, the
importance of voting, and how to donate to charities that support good causes. Miquela is a weak
tie, a very strong influencer despite the fact that “she” is not human.
With previously mentioned research showing that consumers are more likely to take the
recommendation from someone who they have little or no relationship with (weak tie) than
someone who they have a strong relationship with, her weak ties should be considered a strength
to brands that are considering CGI partnership or development. This same consideration should
be given to any CGI that has a similar tie strength. Should brands consider to partner with or
develop their own CGI, homophily should be an instrumental component of the decision making
and development process. For brands that want to obtain a following of a particular
demographic, the selected or developed CGI should mimic the targeted consumer.
Though the Federal Trade Commission enacted laws around deception in advertising to
protect the consumer, this researcher’s work revealed that deception in advertising may no longer
be limited to a concern for the consumer. With advancing technology, CGIs may be difficult to
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identify online or on social media networks. There are no current requirements that brands must
disclose the model they aim to partner with or that the model may not be human. Should this
become a concern, a requirement for disclosure or informed consent might be needed to protect
the brand.
RQ1: What persona does a humanized computer-generated image portray based on their
social media activity?
The frame analysis was used to answer this research question. Based on social media
activity, Miquela is portrayed to be a socialite, wearing the most fashionable attire and attending
the most sought out events, and having relationships with multiple celebrities. While Miquela
lives a fabulous lifestyle, she also is portrayed as a robot who aspires for more and almost always
achieves her goals. While some may consider her socialite lifestyle superficial, Miquela is very
active in the community. Also, although she may not be able to vote, she speaks up on social
injustices and encourages her followers to do the same. Miquela has proven herself to be in the
know on current events not limited to solely social events.
While her lifestyle may seem out of reach for many, she often relates to her demographic
by being transparent and makes it a priority to interact and engage with her following, as an
influencer should. Miquela provides insight into her day-to-day struggles, relationships,
friendships, and the feeling of “not belonging” and often refers to criticism from social media
users and those she encounters in her daily life. She often shares revelations and epiphanies and
details how she copes with the attacks she faces as a “robot.” Miquela can be seen as a positive
influence and an “it girl” that lives what could be considered, a desirable life to her demographic.
She does so while remaining humble and sharing her experiences, both positive and negative.
She faces the similar obstacles as an average young lady. While Miquela does have moments of
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frustration, this sheds light into her transparency, but she is not portrayed as someone who
consistently was angry or upset, her efforts center around her aspirations and social activities.
Miquela’s persona as “engaging” implied that she was in the know and somewhat real by her
interactivity. Miquela’s posts on current events portrayed her as knowledgeable, compassionate,
and relevant.
RQ2: What are some best practices when incorporating CGIs as influencers in the
advertising strategy?
The frame analysis and the in-depth interview were used to answer research question two.
The CGI should be promoted as a human-like entity. It is vital that the CGI has their own
persona and story to support relatability. Based on the frame analysis, should an advertising
professional choose to incorporate the use of a CGI, it is essential to ensure that the brand and
CGIs portrayed persona align. In Miquela’s example, from her tweets that portray her as an
“latest cause” activist, working with a right-leaning brand that openly scorns the transgender
community would be a conflict. On the other hand, partnering with a brand that encourages and
supports voter registration among in the state of California would align with her persona as an
activist.
A persona that aligns with the target audience should be thoughtfully developed and
executed. The content creators should develop an identity for the CGI that would include all
components of a belief system, unique to the CGI. The CGI should ultimately mock a human,
physically, emotionally, mentally, and spiritually. Just as the CGI and brand must align for
effective advertising, as in all advertising, the brand and target audience must align. Therefore,
the brand, CGI, and target audience must align.
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Finally, an interview with SOULSKY suggests that brands considering the use of a CGI
should come to a written agreement on creative control of the images. CGIs should be used to
gain exposure and reach consumers; their use should not overshadow the core of the company,
including design and listening to the consumer’s needs. Brands should also track sales post CGI
influencer partnership to identify successes or opportunities.
The development of a CGI, like Miquela, is determined by similar factors when selecting
a spokesperson for a brand.
RQ3: Due to the emergence of CGIs, how do brands need to restructure their advertising
strategies?
The feedback from the in-depth interview was used to answer this research question.
Brands would benefit from being open to new advertising strategies, including partnering with a
CGI. Brands should prioritize innovation and anticipate change: similarly to how CGIs are on the
rise, there will be a new phenomenon years down the line. Brands should utilize social media to
their advantage to monitor change and the feedback of their consumer.
Limitations
This research excluded direct replies and retweets to followers, which were mostly
present on Twitter. Should an analysis be conducted on the level of tie strength between CGIs
and their followers, those posts or tweets should be included, as they would highlight
interactivity and engagement. Also, due to the limited scope of this study, the visual aspects of
the CGI were not addressed. Furthermore, with the recent birth of CGIs as influencers, the field
is not yet saturated like that of human influencers, also limiting the scope of this study. Gaining
access to large brands that Miquela has partnered with likewise limited the amount of interview
prospects.
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Future research
With the growing field of CGIs as influencers, much research is needed to evaluate this
shift in advertising strategy. Research aimed at benefiting business owners and brands should be
conducted. This should include a comparison of the effect on sales and expenses when partnering
with humans versus CGIs. To further dive into the engagement frame, a more detailed analysis
on tie strength would be recommended. When CGIs are involved opposed to humans, the effect
of tie strength and homophily should be researched. Should the use of CGI become dominant, a
study of the impact on various careers and the development or increase of new ones would be
useful. Inasmuch as advertising incorporates the holistic use of the visual and textual imagery,
further studies of the visual aspect are recommended.
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Instruments
Pre-Interview Questions
Please give me a description of your title and brand that I can use to identify you in my study.
Q1: How many years have you been in the fashion industry?
Q3: What is your gender?
Q4: What is your age?
Q5: What is your race?
Q6: Media tools used in addition to Instagram?
In-depth Interview Question list
1. In what ways has using a CGI promoted or enhanced your business? In what ways did
partnering with a CGI hinder your business or brand? Examples?
2. To what degree has your business been impacted since you partnered with a CGI? Do you
have any data to share?
3. In what ways was working with a CGI different or similar compared to working with a
human model to promote your brand?
4. Based on knowing your brand and your experience working with human models versus
computer-generated images, which do you prefer? Explain why?
5. If you were to talk to other brands who are considering partnering with a CGI to promote
their brand, what advice would you give them? What would you have like to have known
prior to working with a CGI?
6. Did you receive any rules or have to sign a contract prior to working with the CGI, if so
what did they include?
7. Have you noticed CGIs as influencers causing a change in the industry? If so, explain how.
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8. Do you see any ethical implications, or deception, in using computer-generated images as
influencers? Explain your reasoning. Should CGIs disclose that they are not human?
9. Should the use of computer-generated images as influencers increase, what long term
impact do you foresee?
10. What do brands need to change to remain innovative with their advertising strategies when
using CGIs as influencers like Shudu or Miquela, did you make any adjustments? If so,
what were they?
11. Did you experience anything out of the norm after partnering with the CGI? If so, please
explain how.
Informed Consent Form
Hi my name is Corliss Oglesby and I am a graduate student at the University of North Florida.
We are conducting a research study on computer-generated Images as Influencers. If you take
part in my project, you will participate in a phone or Skype interview that will be recorded. We
expect that participation in this study will take about 1 hour of your time. The purpose of the
research is to obtain feedback on your experience using a computer-generated image as an
influencer as a part of your advertising strategy. Advertising and marketing professionals may
benefit from the information we learn from the results of this study. Your name and/or brand
may be used should this study present at conferences or be disseminated otherwise. Additionally,
there are no foreseeable risks for taking part in this project. Participation is voluntary and there
are no penalties for deciding not to participate, skipping questions, or withdrawing your
participation. There will be no compensation. You may choose not to participate in this research.
If you have any questions or concerns about this project, please contact me. A copy of this form
will be given to you to keep for your records. If you have questions about your rights as a
research participant or if you would like to contact someone about a research-related injury,
please contact the chair of the UNF Institutional Review board by calling (904) 620-2498 or
emailing irb@unf.edu. My contact information (Corliss Oglesby) is Redacted
Redacted

I ________________________________________(print name) attest that I am at least 18 years
of age and agree to take part in this research study.

Date: ____________________
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